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Abstract
WordNet has been recognized as a valuable resource in the human language technology and knowledge processing communities. Due to the success of Princeton WordNet, many language specific WordNets have been developed and are still in development. In this paper the need for Amharic WordNet is discussed and a way forward is also suggested.

1 Introduction

WordNet is a lexical database for the English language. It groups English words into sets of synonyms called synsets, provides short, general definitions, and records the various semantic relations between these synsets. WordNet has become one of the most valuable resources for a wide range of Natural Language Processing (NLP) research and applications, such as automatic word-sense disambiguation, information retrieval and document summarization and clustering. Due to the success of Princeton WordNet (PWN), many language specific WordNets have been developed and are still in development. Despite its application, there is no Amharic WordNet so far.

This paper is organized as follows; section 2 discusses the Amharic language, the script it uses and typical features of the language. Section 3 discusses different Amharic tools and the applications of Amharic WordNet for those tools. Section 4 discusses future work and gives conclusions.

2 The Amharic Language

Ethiopia is a linguistically diverse country where more than 80 languages are used in day-to-day communication. Although many languages are spoken in Ethiopia, Amharic is dominant in that it is spoken as a mother tongue by a substantial segment of the population and it is the most commonly learned second language throughout the country (Marvin et al., 1976). The language is the official language of the federal government of the country. According to the 1998 census of the country (ECSA, 1998), Amharic is the first language of more than 17 million people and second language for more than 5 million people.

2.1 The Amharic Writing System

According to Marvin et al. (1976), three writing systems are in use in Ethiopia, the Amharic syllabary, the Roman alphabet, and Arabic script. The Amharic syllabary, which is derived from the writing system of ancient South Arabian inscriptions, is used for Ge‘ez, Amharic, and Tigrigna, with slight modification. The Amharic syllabary is uniquely Ethiopian writing system. The writing system has a similarity with some Semitic languages like Arabic in having vowel marks added to basically consonant letters. The present writing system of Amharic is taken from Ge‘ez. Ge‘ez in turn took its script from the ancient Arabian language mainly attested in inscriptions in the Sabean dialect (Marvin et al., 1976). The original Sabaeain alphabet is said to have had 29 symbols. When Ge‘ez became the spoken and written language in common use in northern Ethiopia, it took only 24 of the 29 Sabaeain symbols, modify most of them and add two new symbols to represent sounds of Greek and Latin loanwords not found in Ge‘ez. The style of the writing was also modified to left to right. By the time Ge‘ez ceased to be a living spoken and written language and replaced by Amharic and other languages, further changes took place. Amharic did not discriminate in adopting the Ge‘ez fidel; it took all of the symbols (Yemam, 1987) and added some new ones that represent sounds not found in Ge‘ez. These added alphabetic characters are እ, ኲ, ኳ, ኴ, ኵ, ኶, and ኷.

Currently, the language’s writing system contains 34 base characters each of which occurs in a basic form and six other forms known as orders. The seven orders represent syllable combinations consisting of a consonant following vowel. This is why the Amharic
writing system is often called syllabic rather than alphabetic, even if there is some opposition (Yemam, 1987). The 34 basic characters and their orders give 238 distinct symbols. In addition, there are forty others that contain a special feature usually representing labialization e.g. ኳ; ቢ. In Amharic there is no Capital-Lower case distinction. There are also punctuation marks and numeration system.

2.2 Typical characteristics of Amharic Language
There is a process of change in any language in many of its aspects: change of meaning, change of syntax, phonetic change, etc (Haile, 1967). The case for Amharic is not different; especially the script underwent changes when it was borrowed from Ge’ez. Through the adaptation process and other factors the Amharic writing system got some problems. The first problem is the presence of “unnecessary” alphabets (fidels) in the language’s writing system. These fidels (alphabets) have the same pronunciation but different symbols. These different fidels can be used interchangeably without meaning change.

The other problem is in the formation of compound words. Compound words are sometimes written as two separate words and sometimes as a single word. For example, the word “kitchen” can be written as “ሱንጆ” or “ሱንጆ እ.”. There are many such compound words, which need some effort to have a standard way of forming them.

Amharic is morphologically rich language where up to 120 words can be conflated to a single stem (Alemayehu and Willet, 2002). The word units of Amharic are phoneme, morpheme, root, stem, and word. The 34 base characters are a phoneme. A collection of phonemes forms morphemes, which is the smallest meaningful unit in a word (Yemam, 1987). An Amharic root is a sequence of base characters. A collection of phonemes or sounds creates a word, which can be as simple as a single morpheme or contain several of them.

In Amharic language, it is common to write some words in shorter form using “/” (forward slash) or “.” (dot). The short form of words can be expanded as single or a combination of words. ም/ሉ, which is expanded as ምጆ/ሉ እ📊 (means Addis Ababa), is an example for the latter. መች እር (means teacher).

Another problem of the language is, there are different ways of writing a single word due to different reasons. One reason for this can be regional dialects that can impact word formation in the basic level where the words are more likely to be written following their spoken form; “ወጥ”, “ወጥ”, “ሁጆ ትሆም”, “ሁጆ ትሆም” vs. “ሃጆ ትሆም”, “ሃጆ ትሆም” , etc (Yacob, 2006). Another one is, in Amharic there are many ways of writing loan words, i.e. words that are taken from foreign languages. For example, the word Computer can be written as እምምሱተር እምምሱተር እምምሱተር, እምምሱተር እምምሱተር እምምሱተር, etc.

3 Application of Amharic WordNet
Tools that are developed for Amharic language need to consider the above-mentioned characteristics of the language in one way or another. Some of these tools are discussed below together with how the use of Amharic WordNet can increase their performance. The tools are developed without the use of Amharic WordNet.

3.1 Amharic Search Engine
The Web is a huge repository of information in the form text, image, audio, and video. Search engines, such as Google, Yahoo!, etc, are the first port of call for the discovery of resources from this huge repository. According to Internet World Stats, usage and Population (2009) Ethiopia took 0.4% of Internet users out of Africa’s share in 2009. The statistics also shows that there was an increase of users of Internet in Ethiopia by 3500% during the years 2000-2009. Due to this increase in Internet population within the country and large number of population that speaks the language in Diaspora, the number of web documents that are written in Amharic language and Ethiopic script is increasing. In order to search these documents we need a search engine that can handle Amharic queries, written in Ethiopic script, well.

As described earlier, Amharic has many unique features that affect the retrieval of the language’s documents from the Web. አሁንን search engine (Mindaye, 2007) is a complete
language specific search engine that is developed for Amharic web documents. The search engine has three components: the Amharic Crawler, The Amharic Indexer and the Amharic Query Engine. The crawler (Language Specific Crawler) crawls the Web and collects Amharic web documents and stores them in a repository. The Indexer processes the documents and stores them in a structure that is efficient for searching. Some of the processing in this component are: tokenization, stop word removal, stemming, etc. The Query Engine component gives an interface that the user can enter his/her information need in Amharic language using Ethiopic script. It returns the relevant documents according to their rank.

The application of Amharic WordNet is many folds in ኳባርር ዋር ይሆን ዘርስና ያለው ዋር ይሆን ዋር ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ይሆን ዋር ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርምሮ ያስረወ ያለው ውጤን ለእርማ.
calculated from the co-occurrence frequency of words in documents. The average precision and recall of the system is 58% and 82% respectively. The author argued that if there was an Amharic WordNet the performance of the tool definitely would improve.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

WordNet has been recognized as a valuable resource in the human language technology and knowledge processing communities. From the above sections we can clearly see the application of Amharic WordNet. Developing the WordNet will enhance the performance of many information retrieval and natural language processing tools for the language. It will also give the language a chance to be integrated with other languages for cross-language processing. Princeton WordNet is a great inspiration for the development of WordNet in different languages. There have been many efforts to develop a WordNet for different languages such as Arabic (Elkateb et al., 2006), different European languages (Vossen, 1997), etc. There are two approaches of developing a WordNet: the merge approach and extended approach. In order to develop Amharic WordNet, an extended approach seems appropriate due to the following reasons:

- It reduces the cost and time of developing Amharic WordNet from scratch.
- It gives an opportunity to integrate the language WordNet with other languages WordNet.
- It is wise to use the information in the Princeton WordNet for such under-resourced languages like Amharic.

However we may need to modify the PWN in order to incorporate some unique futures of Amharic language. This indicates the need for a coordinated effort from a linguist, Computer Science professionals and other stakeholders to develop Amharic WordNet (AmWN).
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